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D o min ik Fuss’
RUMPUS
“Ethology”
Rumpus is the young and very inspired
contemporary Jazz quintet around
the great and sensible trumpet player
Dominik Fuss, who is leader of and
composer for the group (By the way
he is the son of the well-known top
saxophone player Martin Fuss). The
band made several recording sessions
over the last years and this album
contents the best songs of these dates.
The music goes from pleasant Jazz, a
little hip-hoppy, a little funky, groovy, to
almost Classic, then scratches Free Jazz
again, but all very naturally. DOMINIK
FUSS shows in this debut album of
the Bandproject RUMPUS, that he can
put up a very exciting and at the same
time wonderfully solid Modern Jazz.
„Rumpus“ is a synonym for “Fuss”– what
in German means “foot”, but on english
gives the band exactly the right name:
something like „monkey cage“.
A cage filled with young musicians like
rough diamonds, that want to show off,
but at the same time know, that they
depend on the others, and so they give
each other the room that they need!
Modern, melodious and elegant in tone
is this music. Ten inspiring stories!
A great and promising debut!

Tracklist:
01. Intrada
02. Lantern
03. Beneath
04. Memento
05. Modus Morbus (Bass Intro)
06. Modus Morbus
07. Accepting
08. The Rove
09. Baroqueish
10. At This Instant

Dominik Fuss - trumpet, fluegelhorn,
compositions.
Patrick Dunst - reeds (all titles except
Tr.4).
Martin Gasser - reeds on Tr. 4.
Marc Mezgolits - bass.
Thomas Froschauer - drums,
Max Tschida - piano on Tr 1,5,6,8,10,
Stephan Plecher, piano on Tr. 2,3,4,7,9,
Manuela Diem - vocals on Tr 3

